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Silver Certificate Series of 1934A G-A $5 Mules
by Jamie Yakes

THE SERIES OF 1934A FACE PLATES WERE THE FIRST $5 SILVER CERTIFICATE PLATES
engraved with macro plate numbers. They were initially used for production on January 14, 1938. All the

available back plates at this time were micros so the early Series of 1934A production was exclusively mules. Macro
backs came online in March, and mule production became increasingly diluted with non-mules until the last of the
regular micro backs wore out in 1940.

Series of 1934A mules can be found overprinted with serials in the D-A, E-A, F-A, G-A, and H-A blocks.
The trend was that the mules became increasingly scarcer as production progressed into the G-A and H-A blocks.

D-, E- and F-A Blocks
The D-A, E-A and F-A blocks were completed by the fall of 1939, and used most of the available produc-

tion of micro back sheets during the year. Finding a 1934A mule from one of these blocks is not very difficult.
There are short, Uncirculated runs of these varieties, making them relatively common.

In fact, no D-A non-mules are reported. It appears that macro-back sheets were first serial numbered just
after the last D-A serial was printed.

G-A Block
In comparison to the other blocks, the G-A block falls in the middle in terms of availability. The beginning

of G-A overprinting caught sufficient micro-back production that notes are available, but most production was non-
mule.

My observations on the G-A serials reveal that this mule variety is much scarcer than current prices would
have one believe, especially in Uncirculated condition.

H-A Block
The H-A block is a small-size rarity. The current census contains only three notes, with the highest report-

ed serial being a low H01998115A. Serial numbers were first printed on this block in the spring of 1940, which is
well after all but one of the micro back plates was removed from service. This last micro back plate, 905, was taken
out of service February 15, 1940. Sheets printed from this plate lasted long enough to have been available for the
initial H-A overprinting later that year.

Late Micro Back Production
Overprinting of the G-A block began sometime during September or October 1939. There were only three

micro back plates in production then; these were the only ones used after August 1939. Table 1 shows the usage for
these plates.

Table 1- Usage of $5 micro-back plates after August 1939.

Plate Serial
	

Dates Sent to the Press
Micro 902
	

Jan 2, 1938 to Nov 2, 1939
Micro 905
	

Jul 20, 1939 to Dec 13, 1939
Dec 21, 1939 to Feb 14, 1940

Micro 938
	

May 11, 1939 to Sep 5, 1939

Notes: Production from these active plates appears on the G-A mules. (Figures 1, 2, and 3.)
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Figure 1. Mule G42352311A, plates
C998/902. This note was printed during
late 1939.
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Figure 2. Mule G73777024A, plates
D1056/905. This note was printed in the

spring of 1940. Back plate 905 is also
found on the rare H-A mules.
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Figure 3. Mule G11485217A, plates
K976/938. Printed during autumn 1939.
Back plate 938 is the highest number
assigned to a $5 micro back plate.
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Figure 4. Mule G15827367A, plates
1929/895. This note was printed uring the
autumn of 1939. This back plate was last

used in January of 1939.
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Figure 5. Mule G10359180A, plates
F972/896. This note was printed during
the fall of 1939. Along with back plates
895 and 901, 896 was used for the final
time in January, 1939.
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Figure 6. Mule G46691089A, plates
A997/901. This note was printed late in

1939 with a back plate that was printed in
January of that year. (Image courtesy of

Currency Auctions of America)
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In addition, other micro backs from stockpiled sheets were used to produce these mules. These included
production from micro backs 895, 896 and 901. These three plates left the presses on January 27, 1939.

• G15827367A has back 895, but was numbered in early autumn 1939, eight months after the plate wore out.
(Figure 4.)

• G10359180A, with back 896, was also numbered m the early fall of 1939. (Figure 5.)
• G46601089A has back 901. Although the back wore out in January 1939, it was numbered later that year,

most likely in December. (Figure 6.)
These notes prove the fact that sheets from these plates were being used from stockpiled supplies.
The reported H-A specimens all use micro 905, the last regular micro back used. They too were printed

from stockpiles that lasted several months beyond the last use of that plate.

Conclusion

Series of 1934A $5 Silver Certificate mules are common except for the G-A and H-A blocks. The scarcity
of G-A mules is attributed to (1) the diminished supply of micro back plates and (2) the increased availability of
macro backs by the time this block was produced. Some G-A mule production was from stockpiles of previously
printed micro backs including 895, 896 and 901, all of which had been taken out of service long before the block
was numbered.
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